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Abstract—Indonesia is divided in 3 (three) regions geographically, Western Indonesia covering Sumatra, Java, and West Kalimantan; Center Indonesia covering a part of Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Bali; and Eastern Indonesia covering Maluku and Papua. Hinduism was developed firstly in Indonesia about 4–5th century, which is proved by the existence of oldest Hinduism kingdom, Kutai Kertanegara, East Kalimatan. This phenomenon creates a question about the ways or process of Hinduism culture goes into Indonesia and how the potentation of Hinduism in influencing the Islamic practice of Muslim people in Sulawesi is. This paper analyzes the influence of Hinduism culture towards Islamic practice of indigenous people in Sulawesi, by using Totemisme Durkheim’s theory (1964). The theory states that to understand the role in society, the researcher have to investigate the religion in its simplest and original form that cover all essential aspects, either in sacred or profane one. Logic definition method with qualitative and symbolic approaches in historic and normative ways are used to describe the role and spreading pattern of Hinduism culture that form the Islamic existence in Sulawesi. The data of this study qualitatively describe the influence of Hinduism towards Islamic practice of every ethnic in Sulawesi, either in custom speech, daily activity, or religious ritual.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia island which is located between Asia and Australia continents like bridge connecting two continents. Geographically, Indonesia is divided in 3 (three) regions, namely Western Indonesia covering Sumatra, Java, and West Kalimantan; Center Indonesia covering a part of Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Bali; and Eastern Indonesia covering Maluku and Papua. Based on the geographic aspect, Indonesia is very strategic and it brings the Indonesian culture to be more dynamic. According Darini (2013:3) that there is not any culture that dose not change absolutely, it means that culture is always changing. Culture in Indonesian language comes from Sansherta language, ‘bhuddhayah’, the plural form of buddhi and dhaya meaning everything that relates to mind or though (budhi) and ability to create (dhaya). In the fact, mind and creative power that is always moving have several steps. That is culture or civilization as the evidence of existence and development of a region or nation, which has relative values based on the owner society convention. Etymology science does not give much contribution in understanding the culture; semantic and comparison studies are very useful to discuss it.

The life of Arabic Muslim and Serani have much terms, and all are equivalent to culture as the value manifestation. By hadarat, it is emphasized to management and completing aspects. There is also a term, nurruwah meaning ethnics humanism. Besides, it differs the term of umran badawi (primitive culture) and umran hadari (high culture). While, the term of tammadun or madaniyyah has closed meaning to civilization that often used to show opinion or assessment of culture development (Ranjabar, 2013:3). From those semantics examples can be seen that there is difference the culture approach in same object (Bakker, 1984:34-35). Further, culture is also viewed as civilization, even in Germany the culture is very identic to culture as well as in France and England. The civilization has complex meaning which relates to everything that should be kept and considered. It includes ethic, polite speech and acts, customs, good mind, glorious, etc.
In Indonesia, the civilization has big role in influencing society order forming system, mainly Hindu and Islam civilizations. Those go into Indonesia in simple relationship visiting, merchandising. Hinduism was developed firstly in Indonesia about 4–5th century, which is proved by the existence of oldest Hinduism kingdom, Kutai Kertanegara, East Kalimatan that is signed by yupa epigraph.

Based on several sources, Kutai kingdom with Hinduism characteristisc has developed in East Kalimatan that is signed by an epigraph. The epigraph has seven stone poles, which is called as yupa. One of the yupa mentions Mulawarman king who lead Kutai kingdom at that time. Mulawarman is written in the yupa because his donor in the amount of 20,000 cows to Brahma. The physic evidence of oldest Hindu kingdom in Indonesia is not a questionable. However, in its development, Hinduism lives and develops rapidly in Bali about 10–11 century, while Islam went into Kalimantan about 15–16th Century. The picture of one of yupa stone poles with palawa writing can be seen below.

![Fig. 1: Yupa Epigraph in East Kalimantan Source: Pustaka Sekolah: http://kutai.blogspot.com](image)

In Sulawesi, Hindu did not come physically as religion for its people, but Islam which is believed as the main religion and it is signed by applying Islam as the kingdom religion through persuasive approach. Islam went into Sulawesi for the first time about 13rd century. Todays, Islam is the main religion for most people in Sulawesi.

This paper does not investigate how the religions are receipt or believed, or how they live and develop, but the acculturation of cultures from Islam and Hindu as the interesting object to be discussed. It focuses on mainly from the geographic position of three islands in Indonesia center parts, namely Kalimantan, Bali, and Sulawesi.

In trilateral position, Kalimantan and Bali give historically much information, even in epigraph study and arceology excavation also has give explanation about the influence of Hindu and India culture, but they are not found in Sulawesi, mainly for the physic evidence of Hinduism. However, Budha belief that has inheritances through Budha archa in Sempaga City, South Sulawesi in the style of Amurawati from South India.

![Fig. 2: Cangkuang Temple in South Sulawesi Source: http://umiamanah.blogspot.com](image)

Budha went into Southeast Asia about 5-7th century. However, there is not any exact evidence because all writing or noting process are still based on identification and spreading of archas or sculptures. It is stated by Kang’s statement about the history of Budha in Southeast Asia as in the citation below.

"Moreover, the history of Buddhism in Southeast Asia is not well known. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a chronology of Buddhist art in Funan to comprehend the ancient culture of Southeast Asia. If the few records in statue sare the only literary sources that remain, it is necessary to establish an art-historical standard based on art styles. Regarding Indian Buddhist art, the history of art styles has been recorded comparatively well. Thus, the chronological records could be based on a comparison with Indian Buddhist art. Considering the lack of records and texts, it is necessary to compare this record with Indian statues rather than to depend on vague presumptions. The earliest Buddhists cultures produced in Southeast Asia date from around the seventh century, and studies on earlier religious cultures are lacking. Excavated Hindu statues out number Buddhist statues, implying that Hinduism develop earlier than Buddhism in the area (Kang, 2013:42)."

Related to the existence of Cangkuang temple that Amurawati style from South India lines to conventions or findings of Budha archas in other regions of Southeast Asia. Coedes (1968:16–20), a prominent clergy and expert in Kang (2013:42) support it with detail information by stating that:

"The wooden Buddhist statues found in OcEo in the swamps of South Vietnam are good examples of early works. Several wooden Buddhists cultures were excavated in the OcEo wetlands, a region of ancient Cambodia—in other words, the territory of Funan.
Some were damaged, but some remained intact. In particular, a wooden Buddhist statue found in Go Thapin P’ong Tuk should be considered the first example of religious art in Southeast Asia. The standing statue with both ankles visible below the garment was assumed to have been created in the fifth century.

Coedes, aprominent scholar who laid the foundations for the study of Southeast Asia, believed the wooden statue was sculpted in the Amaravati style (Coedes 1968, 16–20). This style is characterized by a bare right shoulder and an arrow pleated garment with the hem falling above the ankles. However, given the condition of the statue, one can see only the body proportions with no stylistic details. Coedes must have determined the statue was model led after the Amaravati style by considering the influence from southern India, not by actually comparing the styles.”

Related to the condition above, in folklore concept there are three aspects that should be elaborated when giving finalization of identity between last and present time about the existence of people group and their beliefs, namely inheritances of oral culture, not oral culture, and half oral culture. This phenomenon is very interested to be investigated. Folklore or tradition and religion are very exosentric, united, but does not has center element. In other word, a religion will be more powerful when it brings other religion culture and tradition, and vice versa (Lindayani, 2015:710-712). Further, Flemming (2008) states the spirituality in indigenous people group that has more complex phenomena than its spiritual aspect, as statement below:

“Indigenous spirituality is a more complex phenomenon than the term spirituality alone, as generally understood, implies. Spirituality is closely bound up with culture and ways of living in indigenous communities and requires a more holistic or comprehensive research approach. Two conceptual frameworks could help to orient Indigenous resilience research. One is then culture framework.”

Most of Sulawesi people are Muslim, and there is not any literature of spreading the Hinduism in Sulawesi. Before Islam, Sulawesi people have beliefs of animism and dinamism (custom religion). Nevertheless, in custom ceremony, speech system, and rituals in Sulawesi tend to Hinduism culture empirically.

This paper discusses the spreading pattern of Hinduism culture and the potential of Hinduism culture in influencing Islamic practice of indigenous people in Sulawesi. It explains the function and role of Hinduism tradition as media for existence of Islam tradition and custom in Sulawesi. In qualitative way, the influence of Hinduism towards Islam can be described in terms of speech forms, customs, and rituals.

II. HINDUISM GOES INTO INDONESIA

Center Parts Process

In culture social system, Indonesian civilization is very important since it has closed relationship to culture. Totemism Durkeim (1964) states that to understand the role in society, the researcher have to investigate the religion in its simplest and original form that cover all essential aspects, either in sacred or profane one. Nevertheless, in the researcher’s view, the existence of sacred and profane that is followed by myth, worship, and ascetic practices for Muslim in Sulawesi is a part of intervention to keep values of society because Islam basically those practices have not any sources or bid’ah (Arabic: ﺑِدْوَة). For this discussion, the anthropologists do not investigate not only the belief source but also belief issue and where the beliefs from are. The problems of religions genesis can be investigated through the history of its development.

In culture studies, there are several methods that can be used to investigate it, one of them is logic definition method with qualitative and symbolic approaches. This method is divided in two parts, (1) historically, a method that explain the inheritances for new generation from the culture object studied; (2) normative way, a method that is used to know the rule or life pattern of object studied and its values (Smith, 2001: 74). The relationship between this method and culture intervention observation can be seen from the history aspect of the culture that do intervention to other cultures, a religion to other religions. Cultural approach be able to give space to the new possibility to realize authenticity identity and value of people group (Hernowo:accessed Apr 16, 2017). So the formed patterns can be investigated its sources and intervention process. It lines to Mohd. Faizal (2017) that it relates to the pursuance of society interaction that is connected to the rules of Al-Quran as the holy book of Muslim. Al-Quran teaches the good relationship among human being. Although it brings firmness on certain aspects, but the fleckidity and good mind precede the firmness. Everything is done with good ethic, politely, good mind, wisdom ways, and good persuasive ways, even in debate condition.

In social system, tradition is collective needs, mainly the tradition as culture is not existed at moments’ notice. It appears through the identification process for long time, so it is really belived in people heart. There is representation of the goals that will be reached. The purpose is to create invisible power, but strong and become motivation for certain people group to keep and show the existence of the culture owners. Gazalba
The history facts show that Hindu goes into earlier in Indonesia than Islam. The facts of Hinduism was developed firstly in Indonesia about the 4–5th century is not questionable, which is proved by the existence of oldest Hinduism kingdom, Kutai Kertanegara, East Kalimantan. In other hand, the history of Islam in Indonesia is still controversial, whether Islam is delivered by merchantmen from Gujarat which is called as Gujarat theory, or merchantmen from Arab which is called as Mekkah theory and Persia theory.

J.C. van Leur and O.W. Wolters state that the merchandising cooperation between Indian and Indonesia is earlier than between Indonesia and China (Poeponegoro, 1984:3). They do not mention the merchandising cooperation between Indonesia and Arab or Persia in the first time of the merchandising cooperation in Indonesia. So the dominant influence of India is more appeared in terms of the religion aspect, merchandising, or cultures. It is supported by the merchandising route about the 3rd century, in which Malaysia as the nearest neighbour country with Indonesia, that state historically about the merchandising route of India and China. Kra Isthmus as the region of Semenanjung Malaysia is used as sea transportation route, although it does not develop well. Further, Kang (2013: 17) states that sailor and merchantmen choose route of Kra Isthmus rather than through Semenanjung Malaysia because it is faster and nearer. When they arrive in Kra Isthmus, they go through land route of Kra Isthmus and then use ship reboarded. It shows the strategic area of Kra Isthmus, and the government that lead this small area be able to dominate the sea merchandising.

The explanation above reinforces the analysis of the use of merchandising routes because it mentions the popularity of Malaysia land areas, in which Kalimantan and Malaysia are in one land geographically. In this case, Kutai Kertanegara in East Kalimantan is pionner of the existence of Hindu in Indonesia.

III. HINDUISM POTENTION IN INFLUENCING THE MUSLIM PRACTICE OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE IN SULAWESI

Related the history notes, Indonesia geographically divided into Western Indonesia, Centern Indonesia, and Eastern Indonesia, as in the map below.

![Indonesian Map](https://history1978.wordpress.com/pemekaran-Indonesia)

Three red lines on the map are existed in Centern Indonesia Parts. In which, East Kalimantan is the first area for going of Hinduism into Indonesia. After East Kalimantan is Bali, and Hinduism lives and develops massively in Bali and as dominant religion. In contrast, there is not any evidence of going of Hinduism in Sulawesi, mainly for the physic evidence, except Budha belief that has inheritances through Budha archa in South Sulawesi (it has been explained in the introduction). In Sulawesi, there are two big religions, namely Islam and Christian. Most Christian is in North Sulawesi and a part of Center Sulawesi, while Islam is dominant in South Sulawesi, Southeast Sulawesi, Gorontalo, and a part of Center Sulawesi.

The regions and its customs are the potentiation description of certain religion or belief to do intervention on society tradition order. However, tradition and religion are basically two different concepts.

Sulawesi is physically out of Hinduism supports. Nevertheless, society life order based on the observation that Islam in Sulawesi tends to do several Hinduism practices. However, the present of Hinduism is not massive like in Kalimantan, but rather than taught or
delivered by certain personal. Hinduism culture in Kalimantan still lives and develops, mainly society tradition order of Dayak Kaharingan, which is called as animism Kaharingan Hinduism. It also looks on kingdom ethic order, mainly in Kutai Kertanegara Sultanate. Ritual of belimbur (self cleansing ritual) in Erau ceremony, to memorialize the birth of Karang Melenu princess, the wife of first king of Kutai, Aji Batara Agung Dewa Sakti who is believed by the Kutai people as the God generation.

Likewise, Hinduism in Bali is acculturative, in which it is receipt and used in its culture, and the original culture still kept in society custom orders and its religious rituals. So, Hinduism in Bali is different to Hinduism in India, but its essence as Siwa religion still maintained.

The influence of Hinduism culture in the practice of indigenous people in Sulawesi can support the proof of Gujarat theory stating that Islam went into Indonesia through spreading which is done by merchantmen from Gujarat. So, it is possible to state that Islam in Sulawesi is Indian Islam.

The involvement of Hindu in Sulawesi can be seen in soft concept, meaning it is not from religion spreading but through culture that is very effective and assimilative. In South Sulawesi, mainly in Sidrap regency, there is a community that is called ToLotang meaning 'south people' and they are Hinduism. Their first religion basic is a belief to the one God, which is called as Towani ToLotang (tradition religion). This community believe the one God who is called Dewata Seuwa and four elements of human being creations, namely ground, water, fire, and wind which is symbolized by sokko patanrupa (rice of four colors). The rice with four colors cover black rice that symbolizes ground, white rice that symbolizes water, red rice that symbolizes fire, and yellow rice that symbolizes wind. Those rice are always present on every ritual or ceremony. This community has affection to Hinduism through the order of government because every people in Indonesia have to choose one of five legal religions in Indonesia. This community then chooses to affection to Hinduism based on Decision Letter of Dirjen Birnas Hindu No. 2 in 1966 by consideration the similarity of their religious practices. Further, people in Southeast Sulawesi has several rituals in cleansing the heirloom goods and even in tradition ceremony like 'baca-baca' (praying in Muna ethnic) by using fire, myrrh, and ritual offerings that are basically forbidden in Islam as their religion. One of myths with Hinduism esthetics of Southeast Sulawesi can be seen below.

![Fig. 4: Cobra Stick, one of the inheritances of Muna king generation](https://dx.doi.org/10.22161/ijels.4.1.3)

Source: Private collection

In addition, there is a naming to The Creator with Hinduism esthetic such as Sangia I Wawo Sangia ‘Sky Arbiter God’ (Tolaki ethnic) (Koodoh, 2011:22-23) in Hinduism term in Bali is ‘Sang Hyang Widi Wase’; and other is Barata (Bharata), naming for marine in Buton Sultanate (Damawan ed., 2012; 64-65). It may be taken from the word of Bharatayudha which means ‘sons battle’.

The order with Hinduism motives are still kept rapidly as the culture inheritance that is claimed as people tradition of Muslim (look at, Culture Change Theory (Gazalba, 1983:127). Simanjuntak (2016: 90) states that pursuance of people to do all tradition ceremonies caused of the development and keeping of philosophy values as the culture essention in society thought. By this way, there is an effort to similarize the perception of religion and tradition through traditional practices and it then moves tradition concept to religion.

The belief order or religion pattern is completed if the people do tradition ceremonies. Belief dualism reflects that the people feel do justice acts with their religion. Tradition of reading magic formula in every traditional ceremony and traditional therapy are still kept until now. Before reading magic formula, they say Bismillahirahmanirrahim (Arabic language) ‘In the name of Allah, the most gracious, the most merciful’. In Islam, this sentence is always spoken before doing something, either before reading al-Quran or before doing all activities. One of the examples of magic formula is Kantisele therapy on Muna ethnic in Southeast Sulawesi. It is soul restitution magic formula. The word kantisele means ‘soul restitution’, while its act called as kororo ‘soul restitution’. This magic formula consists of 5 (five) kinds (see Hasniati, 2014: 38). One of those five kinds of Kantisele is kantisele kahalano lalo (soul which is suprised when looking at something). This magic formula
is used to treat patient or someone who has soul pressure after looking at something suprised. This magic formula speech is as follow.

**Bismillahirahmannirrahim**

*‘In the name of Allah the most gracious, the most merciful’*

maemo wansororo ‘come here please the soul’
ko wansohoro-horo tonuanamu ‘do not loss your soul’
alako negholeo ‘I take you in sun’
alako nekawea ‘I take you in wind’
tersenah inawamu ‘depend on your soul’
alae we inawamu ‘I take in your soul’
akoinawa matendiolo (can not be translated)
dadi panawah ‘please become as neutralizer’

*Bismillah…‘in the name of Allah’*

korko…koko…(while blowing to pain loom for 3 times)

Other issue is about determining of good day and offday, which is called as Kutika Masuara. It has 5 (five) times, namely, Masuara, Kala, Sri, Brahma, dan Binsu. In this kutika, one day is divided in 5 (five) parts, namely morning, forenoon, noon, towards the afternoon, and afternoon. Each day has different name, for example for morning time in the first day of month is called Masuara, the second day is called Binsu, and so on by calculation of day 1 (one) – 5 (five).

### Chart 1. Kutika Masuara

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Afternoon</th>
<th>Towards the afternoon</th>
<th>Noon</th>
<th>Morning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>difficult</td>
<td>ill</td>
<td>fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>fill</td>
<td>wrong</td>
<td>fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>difficult</td>
<td>ill</td>
<td>fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>constant</td>
<td>fill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Borneo* (by Diffusion Process)

*Bali* (by Acculturation Process)  *Sulawesi* (by Assimilation Process)

Other conclusion which is related to the Hinduism influence potention that the regions and its customs are the potention existence of a religion or belief that influence tradition and religious practice orders in the society who have different beliefs. It reinforces an assumption that tradition has certain power in society belief, so they always do it. The tradition value from other religions that is not considered by indigenous Muslim people in Sulawesi is viewed as ideal culture. It shows the intervention of certain religion becomes the reinforcement for other religion, and in this case is Islam. In other words, a religion will be more powerful when it brings other religion culture and tradition. It presents an influence that build variety collection, but is not in confession form.
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